
Papers 

 

The English language is a tricky language, and the American dialect is even more confusing. 

The word “Papers” can be used in a variety of ways – divorce papers, school paper(s), 

paperwork, green paper (money), and of course, most commonly used, sheets of paper. For 

me, however, papers mean much more; identity is papers. 

 

At 7, I went with my mother to renew our residency in Syria. Our papers had expired, and 

we needed to renew them. Recognizing it is an opportunity to extort desperate refugees, the 

morally depraved Syrian government officials threw my mother’s papers in her face, 

insinuating our paperwork would take much longer if she does not add some blue papers1. 

At the tender age of 5, I witnessed my mother being harassed without responding. One 

response and she is forever gone, erased from existence, like a pencil-mistake on notebook 

paper. 

 

At 8, an American visa on my mother’s passport meant escape, a new lease on life, an 

opportunity to start a new journey. After two days of international travels, we arrived at JFK 

airport in the Big Apple. With a few minutes of touching the airport, we were given our legal 

residency papers, indicating that we are legal American residents. American residency 

confirmation is a dream to my refugee community in Iraq and Syria, and we achieved it. The 

next day, I watched my mother’s eyes fill with panic and fright as we descended the escalator 

from “Arrivals” to “Departures” at Charlotte Douglas Airport. I recall her murmuring to 

herself, “Why did I do this to myself? How will I survive?”2 Miraculously, a social worker 

from the Catholic Charities arrived at CLT with a note on a piece of paper written in Arabic 

that spelled my mother’s name. The social worker drove us to our newly furnished apartment 

with a stocked fridge and board games, designed to bring a smile to my siblings and myself. 

Catholic Charities worked hand-in-hand with us as we settled into our new life, aiding us 

with doctor visits to get the required immunization shots, securing childcare for my then 

toddler brother, and finding employment for my mother. 

 

At 10, while learning English in my new country in a new school, I witnessed a girl who I 

had thought was my friend steal a paper from my sticker book while I was away from my 

things. Deeply hurt, I lacked the appropriate language skills and lexicon to tell the teacher 

about the situation. I looked on, hopeless, unable to do anything to help myself. I could not 

confront her nor tell the teacher. At that moment, isolation set in on me, recognizing that I am 

truly a foreigner in this new school of mine.  

 

At 17, on a cold December day, I received the email: “Congratulations, you are a 

QuestBridge Matched Scholar to Davidson College!” A few days later, I received the 

Admissions Offer letter with paperwork to be signed. After years of hard work, tears, and 

pain, I had finally signed the papers beginning my new journey.  

 

Each “paper(s)” represents a distinct moment and feeling in my life. Papers have defined my 

family and myself – a nod to the lives of millions of refugees living in a state of pause, 

waiting for their papers to be read by the right committee. Paper(s) can be the distinction 

between life or death for refugees abroad. In essence, papers are my connection to my 

refugee status.  

 
1 The Syrian Lira, the Syrian currency, is blue.  
2 My father did not come to the U.S. with us at first. It was around a year and three months when he arrived.  


